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Abstract
In the absence of selection, the structure of equilibrium allelic diversity
is described by the elegant sampling formula of Ewens. This formula has
helped shape our expectations of empirical patterns of molecular variation.
Along with coalescent theory, it provides statistical techniques for reject-
ing the null model of neutrality. However, we still do not fully understand
the statistics of the allelic diversity expected in the presence of natural
selection. Earlier work has described the effects of strongly deleterious mu-
tations linked to many neutral sites, and allelic variation in models where
offspring fitness is unrelated to parental fitness, but it has proven difficult
to understand allelic diversity in the presence of purifying selection at many
linked sites. Here, we study the population genetics of infinitely many per-
fectly linked sites, some neutral and some deleterious. Our approach is
based on studying the lineage structure within each class of individuals
of similar fitness in the deleterious mutation-selection balance. Consistent
with previous observations, we find that for moderate and weak selection
pressures, the patterns of allelic diversity cannot be described by a neutral
model for any choice of the effective population site. We compute precisely
how purifying selection at many linked sites distorts the patterns of allelic
diversity, by developing expressions for the likelihood of any configuration
of allelic types in a sample analogous to the Ewens sampling formula.
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INTRODUCTION
In any evolving population, new clonal lineages are constantly being created and destroyed.
The balance between the creation of lineages by new mutations and their destruction by
natural selection and genetic drift determines the statistics of the clonal structure of the
population. In the absence of natural selection, Ewens (1972) computed an elegant sam-
pling formula describing the clonal structure of a neutral population, and explained how the
allelic (i.e. lineage) configuration in a sample of individuals from the population provides a
window into this clonal structure.
Natural selection distorts the clonal structure of a population away from this neutral
expectation. Of particular interest is purifying (negative) selection against many linked
deleterious mutations (“background selection”). Recent evidence has suggested this may be
generally important in a wide range of populations (see Hahn (2008) for a recent review).
In this paper, we explore how this type of selection alters the clonal (i.e. allelic) structure
of a population. Our analysis leads to a generalization of the Ewens sampling formula to
situations involving background selection.
Over the past few decades, numerous authors have studied allelic diversity in infinite-
alleles frameworks that incorporate selection. Li (1977) and Watterson (1978) introduced
models in which alleles may have a few different selective effects. (Li, 1978) and others
(Ewens and Li, 1980; Griffiths, 1983; Li, 1979) analyzed the structure of allelic diversity
in these models. More recent work has analyzed a very general model of selection introduced
by Ethier and Kurtz (1987), which allows for diverse types of selection pressures (Ethier
and Kurtz, 1994; Grote and Speed, 2002; Joyce, 1995; Joyce and Tavare, 1995). This
work has helped us understand the general effects of selection in distorting the frequency
spectrum of sampled alleles. However, the models these authors have analyzed cannot
be directly connected to a concrete description of mutations and selection occurring at
specific sites. Rather, they assume that each new mutation creates a new allele whose
fitness is completely independent of the fitness of its parent. In other words, there is no
sense of relatedness among alleles, or of a correlation in fitness between closely related alleles.
Etheridge and Griffiths (2009) andEtheridge et al. (2010) have more recently derived
a coalescent dual of the Moran process with an arbitrary number of types, mutation rates
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between types, and genic selection coefficients, but it is not clear how this corresponds to
selection acting on some fraction of an infinite number of specific sites.
In this paper we take a different approach, based on the specific model of linked sites
described by Kaplan et al. (1988) and Hudson and Kaplan (1994). That is, we imagine
that each individual has a genome comprised of many neutral and many negatively selected
sites. The fitness of each individual is determined by the number of mutations it carries at
the negatively selected sites. We make the infinite-sites assumption that no two mutations
at the same site ever segregate simultaneously. This is also an infinite-alleles model, but it
is based on a specific model of mutations at individual sites, and the fitness of each new
allele depends on the fitness of its parent.
Earlier studies have investigated the effects of purifying selection in models identical
or closely related to the one we consider here. Kaplan et al. (1988) introduced a model
essentially identical to the one we analyze here, and Hudson and Kaplan (1994) developed
a simple algorithm which can be used to recursively compute how purifying selection alters
the structure of genealogies. Hudson and Kaplan (1995) and Gordo et al. (2002) further
developed this idea, resulting in a simple computational method for sampling genealogical
relationships in the presence of background selection. Related simulation and analytical work
has further characterized the structure of genealogies and the statistics of genetic diversity
at the level of individual sites in this or closely related models (Barton and Etheridge,
2004; Charlesworth et al., 1993; Comeron and Kreitman, 2002; Comeron et al.,
2008; McVean and Charlesworth, 2000; Seger et al., 2010). However, this earlier
work does not provide an analytic description of lineage structure, or sampling formulae for
allelic diversity in the presence of purifying selection on many linked sites.
In this paper, we explicitly analyze the lineage structure, and we derive a selected version
of the Ewens sampling formula. We begin by noting that the balance between mutations
at deleterious sites and selection against them leads to a steady state mutation-selection
balance (Haigh, 1978). Our approach is to study the structure of lineages within this steady
state, using the Poisson Random Field (PRF) method developed by Sawyer and Hartl
(1992). We show that this lineage structure can alternatively be derived using a retrospective
approach, by considering the probabilities of mutation and coalescence events in the ancestry
of each individual; these probabilities are calculated by Hudson and Kaplan (1994) and
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Gordo et al. (2002) (and implicitly in a related context by Barton and Etheridge
(2004)). Our description of lineage structure is thus precisely consistent with the analysis
of genealogical structures in this earlier work. Finally, we use our description of lineage
structure to calculate sampling formulae for allelic diversity, and compare our predictions
to the results of Monte Carlo simulations.
Provided that selection is strong and deleterious mutation rates are sufficiently small, our
results show that the effect of background selection on allelic diversity is to reduce the effec-
tive population size without otherwise distorting the lineage structure. Our results are thus
consistent with the effective population size approximation to background selection proposed
by Charlesworth et al. (1993). For weaker selection, however, or higher mutation rates,
the effective population size approximation breaks down, and the effects of background
selection become more complex. We show that in this case the allelic diversity cannot
be described by neutral theory with some appropriately chosen effective population size.
This is consistent with earlier observations that background selection leads to distortions in
the structure of genealogies (Barton and Etheridge, 2004; Comeron and Kreitman,
2002; Comeron et al., 2008; Gordo et al., 2002; McVean and Charlesworth, 2000;
O’Fallon et al., 2010; Seger et al., 2010). Our analysis here allows us to compute pre-
cisely how these distortions due to purifying selection at many linked sites alter patterns of
allelic diversity, and hence provides an analytical framework for exploring where statistical
power may lie to distinguish purifying selection from neutrality.
Our approach relies on the assumption that we can describe the distribution of fitnesses
within the population with the steady state mutation-selection balance. In particular, we
neglect fluctuations within this balance. We analyze the validity of this approximation
below. Related to this approximation, we also neglect the effects of Muller’s ratchet. We
discuss this approximation in detail in the Discussion. We further test the validity of our
analysis via Monte Carlo simulations; we find that these approximations are reasonable
across a broad parameter regime spanning weak and strong selective pressures.
Our analysis in this paper is limited to allelic diversity, and it does not address the
degree of relatedness among sampled alleles. In other words, our analysis only tells us the
probability that individuals are genetically identical, not the distribution of the number of
specific sites at which individuals may differ. Our results are thus not directly comparable
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to the work described above, which makes predictions about expected diversity at the level
of individual sites. However, while our allele-based results provide an incomplete picture
of genetic diversity within the population, they do provide a useful perspective on how
purifying selection distorts patterns of molecular evolution. Most importantly, we are able
to make precise analytical predictions about how purifying selection distorts allelic diversity,
in ways that cannot be described by a single reduced effective population size.
We would of course like to extend our analysis to predict the expected patterns of variation
at the level of individual sites. In Walczak et al. (2011) we use the framework laid out
in this paper as the basis for understanding this more general problem. This allows us to
understand how background selection is related to a time-varying effective population size
(and how it differs fundamentally from this) in more quantitative detail than has previously
been possible. However, in this paper we focus exclusively on the more limited analysis of
allelic diversity, which provides an essential background for the analysis of the more general
problem in Walczak et al. (2011).
MODEL
We imagine a finite haploid population of constant size N . Each haploid genome has a
large number of sites, which begin in some ancestral state and mutate at a constant rate.
Each mutation is either neutral or confers some fitness disadvantage s (where by convention
s > 0). We assume an infinite-sites framework, so there is negligible probability that two
mutations segregate simultaneously at the same site.
We assume that there is no epistasis for fitness, and that each deleterious mutation carries
fitness cost s, so that the fitness of an individual with k deleterious mutations is wk = (1−s)k.
Since we assume that s  1, we will often approximate wk by 1 − sk. Later we comment
briefly on extensions to our method to consider the case when the selection coefficient of a
deleterious mutations is drawn from some fixed distribution.
The population dynamics are assumed to follow the diffusion limit of the standard Wright-
Fisher model. That is, we assume that deleterious mutations occur at a genome-wide rate
Ud per individual per generation (with deleterious mutations assumed to be decoupled from
selection). We define θd/2 ≡ NUd, the per-genome scaled deleterious mutation rate. Simi-
larly, neutral mutations occur at a rate Un per individual per generation, and we analogously
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define θn/2 ≡ NUn. We assume that each newly arising mutation occurs at a site at which
there are no other segregating polymorphisms in the population (the infinite-sites assump-
tion). Since in this paper we focus only on allelic diversity, this infinite-sites approximation
simply means that each new mutation creates a unique allele. Throughout the analysis we
assume that Muller’s ratchet can be neglected; we discuss the validity of this approximation
in the Discussion.
We study the case of perfect linkage. In other words, we imagine that all the sites we are
considering are in an asexual genome or within a short enough distance in a sexual genome
that recombination can be entirely neglected. Although our model is defined for haploids,
this assumption means that our analysis also applies to diploid populations provided that
there is no dominance (i.e. being homozygous for the deleterious mutation carries twice the
fitness cost as being heterozygous).
We believe that this is the simplest possible model based on a concrete picture of muta-
tions at individual sites that can describe the effects of a large number of linked negatively
selected sites on patterns of genetic variation. It is essentially equivalent to the model de-
scribed by Kaplan et al. (1988) and Hudson and Kaplan (1994), which has formed
the basis for much of the analysis of background selection (Charlesworth et al., 1993;
Gordo et al., 2002; Seger et al., 2010).
ANALYSIS
The balance between mutations and selection leads to a steady state distribution of fitnesses
within the population; this is the well-known ‘mutation-selection balance’. However, the
individuals of a given fitness are not all genetically homogeneous, but rather comprise a
number of different alleles. The number and frequency distribution of these alleles depends
on how quickly new alleles are created by deleterious mutations from more-fit individuals,
and hence on the overall fitness distribution.
We begin by describing the relevant aspects of the mutation-selection balance that leads to
a steady state distribution of fitnesses within the population. Our description of this steady
state fitness distribution is entirely deterministic. Of course, in a finite population, there
will be random fluctuations in the values of hk, the fraction of the population harboring k
deleterious mutations. In the most extreme case, these fluctuations lead to Muller’s ratchet.
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In our analysis below, we will neglect these fluctuations in hk, assuming that these frequencies
are always at their deterministic steady state. Consistent with this approximation, we will
also neglect the effects of Muller’s ratchet. We will then return in a later section to use our
results to determine when these approximations are valid.
If we assume for a moment that these approximations are reasonable, we can already guess
the form of our result for the allelic diversity. New alleles are constantly being generated
within fitness class k due to deleterious mutations from class k − 1 and neutral mutations
from class k. Within class k, all alleles drift neutrally with respect to each other. Therefore,
conditional on mutations and selection keeping the frequency of the class at hk, the allelic
diversity within this class will be the same as in a neutral population of sizeNhk in which new
alleles are created by mutations at the appropriate rate. Thus for example the probability
two individuals are of the same allelic type is the probability that they are both in the
same class k times the appropriate neutral result for the homozygosity within that class,
summed over all possible classes. Sampling formulae for larger samples can be calculated in
the analogous way.
The remainder of our analysis in this paper is, essentially, devoted to making this simple
intuition precise and showing when it is accurate. We start by summarizing earlier results for
the steady state mutation-selection balance hk, and then compute the allelic diversity in de-
tail, neglecting all fluctuations in hk. This allows us to see precisely when this approximation
is reasonable, and hence prove when the simple intuition described above holds.
The steady state fitness distribution: In our model, all deleterious mutations have
the same fitness cost s, so we can characterize individuals by their Hamming class, k, relative
to the wildtype (which by definition has k = 0). That is, individuals in class k have k
deleterious mutations more than the most-fit individuals in the population. Here k refers
only to the number of deleterious mutations an individual has; individuals with the same k
can have different numbers of neutral mutations. We normalize fitness such that by definition
all individuals in class k = 0 have fitness 1. Individuals in class k then have fitness 1− ks.
Imagine that at a given time a fraction hk(t) of the population is in class k. This class
is acquiring new individuals due to deleterious mutations arising in class k − 1, and it is
losing individuals due to deleterious mutations away to class k + 1. It also gains or loses
individuals at a rate −(k− k¯)s due to selection, where k¯ is the mean k within the population,
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k¯ ≡∑ khk. This is illustrated in Fig. 1. Note that the term involving k¯ simply normalizes
the effect of selection (selection favors a class if it is more fit than the average individual,
and vice versa). This means that on average hk(t) will evolve according to the equation
dhk(t)
dt
= Udhk−1 − Udhk − (k − k¯)hks. (1)
Note this is a system of k equations for all the hk(t). Of course random genetic drift will
also affect the hk(t), and these deterministic equations are only true on average. We return
to this point below, but for now we neglect drift and focus on the steady state distribution.
The steady state fitness distribution (the mutation-selection balance) is given by the
values of hk(t) after a long time. We can find this mutation-selection balance by setting
the right hand side of Eq. (1) equal to 0 for all values of k. This calculation was originally
carried out by Kimura and Maruyama (1966) and Haigh (1978); they found that the
steady state, hˆk, is given by a Poisson distribution with mean
Ud
s
,
hˆk =
e−Ud/s
k!
(
Ud
s
)k
. (2)
Note that this means that the average fitness in the population is 1− Ud, and that k¯ = Uds .
Allelic diversity within a given fitness class: We now look more closely at individuals
within a given fitness class, as illustrated in Fig. 1b. For the moment we neglect neutral
mutations; we consider their effects further below.
All lineages in class k originally arose from a deleterious mutation to an individual in
class k − 1. Each of these deleterious mutations founds a new lineage within class k. Such
lineages are founded at a rate θk/2, where we define
θk = 2Nhk−1Ud. (3)
Note this is true whether or not the hk are at their steady-state values, though for the
purposes of our analysis we will always assume the steady state.
In our infinite-alleles approximation, each new lineage is an allele that is unique within the
population. The fate of this lineage (allele) is then determined by the forces of random drift,
selection, and additional mutations. Additional mutations that occur within this lineage go
on to found new alleles. Thus from the point of view of this particular lineage, additional
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mutations cause individuals to be lost from the lineage. This means that individuals are
removed from a lineage in class k at a per capita rate
sk ≡ −Ud − s(k − k¯). (4)
We refer to sk as the effective selection coefficient against an allele in class k, because it is the
rate at which any particular lineage in class k loses individuals (note we have defined signs
such that sk < 0). Note that sk depends implicitly on the hk through the term involving k¯
(recall k¯ is the average value of k, k¯ ≡ ∑ khk). For convenience we will define the scaled
effective selection coefficient γk by
γk = Nsk. (5)
Note that in steady state, when the fitness distribution hk takes the mutation-selection
balance form hˆk derived above, k¯ = Ud/s and the effective selection coefficient sk is negative
for all fitness classes with k > 0. This makes intuitive sense: each fitness class (except k = 0)
is constantly receiving new individuals due to mutations. Thus older individuals must on
average die out, if the fitness class is to stay at a constant steady state size. The only
exception is the k = 0 class, for which sk = 0. This class drifts effectively neutrally, with its
actual selective advantage relative to the mean exactly balanced by the loss of individuals
due to deleterious mutations. For k = 1 we have s1 = −s, and in general sk = −ks. On the
other hand, θk/hk increases with k, reflecting the fact that the stronger selection against the
larger-k classes is balanced by a larger influx of new deleterious mutations into these classes.
We can now incorporate the effect of neutral mutations. Each neutral mutation within
an individual in class k creates a new lineage in class k. Thus we may simply redefine the
rate at which new lineages are founded, giving
θk ≡ 2Nhk−1Ud + 2NhkUn. (6)
Each neutral mutation also causes an individual to be lost from the lineage it was in before
the mutation, so we also redefine the effective selection coefficient
sk ≡ −Ud − Un + s(k − k¯). (7)
These neutral mutations are also reflected in Fig. 1b. Note that for all k, neutral mutations
tend to increase θk, and make sk more negative. In the presence of neutral mutations, even
s0 is negative.
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We have seen that new lineages are founded within fitness class k at rate θk/2, and then
drift randomly subject to an effective selective pressure sk. We now make the key assumption
that each lineage is independent of all the others. This assumption is valid provided that
no lineage ever becomes a substantial fraction of the overall population, which will be true
whenever N |sk|  1 (i.e. all lineages are selected against strongly enough). A sufficient
condition for this to hold in the bulk of the fitness distribution is simply N(Un + Ud)  1,
and in fact our approximation will also hold even in some circumstances when this condition
breaks down (we describe this further below).
Poisson Random Field description of lineage structure: Using the independence
assumption, we have reduced the problem of describing a lineage within a given fitness class
to exactly the situation addressed by the Poisson Random Field model of Sawyer and
Hartl (1992). Thus the frequency distribution of lineages (alleles) in fitness class k is a
Poisson Random Field (PRF) with parameters θk and γk (where as before γk ≡ Nsk). That
is, the number of distinct lineages in class k segregating at a frequency between a and b in
the entire population is Poisson distributed with mean∫ b
a
fk(x)dx, (8)
where
fk(x) =
θk
x(1− x)
1− e−2γk(1−x)
1− e−2γk . (9)
This is equivalent to saying that the probability that there exists a lineage in class k with
frequency between x and x+ dx is fk(x)dx, for infinitesimal dx. Note that this PRF result
implicitly assumes that θk and γk are constant (which requires constant hk), and hence only
describes the diversity in steady state.
This PRF description offers a convenient and well-established way to describe the lineage
structure. It is similar in spirit to the diffusion result used by Ewens (1972) in his original
computation of the neutral ESF. However, there is an important difference: Ewens’ f(x)
was derived as the solution to the diffusion approximation to the K-allele Wright-Fisher
process, in the limit of infinite alleles. This explicitly constrains all lineages to add to a total
frequency of 1. The PRF does not impose this constraint. This makes it possible to compute
a simple analytical expression for fk(x) in the presence of selection. However, it does involve
an implicit approximation. In Appendix B, we describe this approximation along with a
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way to relax it using an alternative branching process model to describe lineage structure.
The self-consistency condition: It is clear from our PRF formulation above that the
allelic diversity within each fitness class depends on the θk and γk, which in turn depend on
the hk. Yet the sum of the frequencies of all the alleles within fitness class k is, by definition,
hk. In steady state, these two quantities must be equal. More specifically, we have derived
the steady state value of hk in Eq. (2),
hk =
e−Ud/s
k!
(
Ud
s
)k
.
When we plug these hk into our PRF result, the summed allele frequencies according to the
PRF must agree with steady-state value we used for hk, for consistency.
According to our PRF result, the sum of the frequencies of all the alleles in fitness class
k is
hk =
∫ 1
0
xfk(x) dx. (10)
Consistency thus requires that
hk =
e−Ud/s
k!
(
Ud
s
)k
=
∫ 1
0
xfk(x) =
∫ 1
0
x · θk
x(1− x)
1− e−2γk(1−x)
1− e−2γk dx, (11)
where θk and γk depend on N,Ud, Un, s and the hk as defined above. Because Eq. (2) is
equivalent to requiring θk/2 = |γk|hk for all k (i.e. in steady state the net influx of individuals
into a class must equal the average rate at which individuals within that class are lost), we
can rewrite the self-consistency equation as
θk
2|γk| =
∫ 1
0
x · θk
x(1− x)
1− e−2γk(1−x)
1− e−2γk dx. (12)
Some algebra reduces this to the condition∫ 1
0
1− e−2γkx
x
dx =
1− e−2γk
2|γk| . (13)
The analysis in Appendix A shows that this condition holds to the level of approximation
considered whenever |γk|  1. When this is true, the steady state mutation-selection balance
of Eq. (2) is also the distribution hk that makes our PRF analysis of the allelic diversity
within each fitness class self-consistent.
The condition |γk|  1 corresponds to saying that the effective selection coefficient in
each class is large compared to 1/N . This will be true for all k whenever NUn  1. In
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practice, even when this condition fails in some fitness classes, it is still valid for all classes
in which |γk|  1. Thus our results still give a good approximation to the population allelic
diversity provided |γk|  1 for the classes around k¯ that make up the bulk of the population.
This will hold whenever γk¯ = N(Ud + Un)  1. When this condition does not apply, our
PRF result for the allelic diversity within each fitness class is inaccurate. This is because,
when |γk|  1, the growth of some mutant lineages is limited by the size of the population,
which is ignored by the PRF approximation. Thus the PRF approximation overestimates
the probability that lineages become common, and the self-consistency breaks down.
It is important to note that we also require an additional, stronger condition for other
aspects of our analysis to be valid. The self-consistency condition ensures that the average
size of the fitness class implied by the PRF analysis equals the steady state hk. However,
even when this holds, there could be substantial fluctuations in hk around its average value.
The PRF result for fk(x) tells us the probability that a set of lineages exists at any given
frequencies. Therefore it contains detailed information about these fluctuations. However,
we have neglected these fluctuations in substituting the hk into our expressions for θk and sk,
and will also neglect these fluctuations below in calculating sampling formulae. We return
to consider this additional approximation in a later section, and also in Appendix B.
An alternative, retrospective approach: It is possible to derive the neutral Ewens
sampling formula in two quite different ways. Ewens (1972) imagined new alleles being
created continuously by new mutations, and considered the frequency distribution of lineages
set up by the balance between the continual creation of new alleles and the extinction of
older alleles. This leads to expressions analogous to those in our PRF calculation of the
lineage structure. We can calculate sampling formulas from this lineage structure, as Ewens
did in the neutral case. First, however, we note that in a companion paper to Ewens (1972),
Karlin and McGregor (1972) showed that the Ewens sampling formula could also be
derived using a retrospective analysis, by considering the ancestral history of a sample of
individuals. This same type of retrospective approach is also possible in our model; in this
section we describe this alternative derivation of the allelic diversity as relevant to the case
of purifying selection.
In order to calculate the probability of a particular allelic configuration, we consider the
ancestral history of a sampled set of individuals. In particular, we are interested in the
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most recent event to occur in the history of a sample, backwards in time. We classify these
possible events into one of three possible types: coalescence events (i.e. identity by descent),
neutral mutations, and deleterious mutations.
This method is easiest to understand if we begin by considering a sample of size two.
In order for two individuals to have the same genotype, they of course must be in the
same fitness class k. Furthermore, if we look at the ancestral history of each of these two
individuals, the most recent event to occur, backwards in time, must be a coalescent event.
In contrast, for them to have a different genotype, the most recent event to occur must be
a mutation event. Therefore, to calculate the probability of either configuration, we need
only calculate the probability that the most recent event is a coalescent event.
In order to calculate the probabilities of each possible most recent event, we must know the
distribution of times until each type of event. In general, neutral mutations are exponentially
distributed with rate Un per generation. Assuming the steady state values for hk, deleterious
mutations are also exponentially distributed with rate sk per generation (Hudson and
Kaplan, 1994). Finally, within each class, coalescence occurs as a neutral process with rate(
i
2
)
per Nhk generations. Therefore, for a sample of size 2, each of which are sampled from
class k, we have that:
P (1st Event: Coal.) =
∫ ∞
0
dtP (Coal at t)P (No Neut. Mut by t)P (No Del. Mut. by t)
=
∫ ∞
0
dte−te−2NhkUnte−2Nhkskt
=
1
1 + 2Nhk(Un + sk)
=
1
1 + θk
, (14)
where we have defined θk ≡ 2Nhk(sk + Un).
This same logic can be easily extended to larger sample sizes. For example, if we consider
i individuals within the same class, the probability that the first event is a coalescence event
is
P (1st Event: Coal.) =
∫ ∞
0
dtP (Coal at t)P (No Neut. Mut by t)P (No Del. Mut. by t)
=
∫ ∞
0
dt
(
i
2
)
e−(
i
2)te−iNhkUnte−iNhkskt
=
(
i
2
)(
i
2
)
+ iNhk(Un + sk)
=
i− 1
i− 1 + θk . (15)
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If the first event is a coalescence event, that means two of the individuals are of the same
allelic type. This leaves us with i − 1 individuals in the class which may or may not be
identical; we can now use the identical method to ask whether any of these remaining
individuals are of the same allelic type. Similarly, if the first event is a mutation event, the
remaining i − 1 individuals could still coalesce with each other before they also experience
mutation events.
We note that our analysis in this section is very similar in spirit to that of Hudson and
Kaplan (1994), Barton and Etheridge (2004), and particularly to Gordo et al. (2002).
These earlier authors considered the relative probabilities of mutations and coalescence in the
ancestry of each individual, leading to expressions that implicitly contain results analogous
to those in this section. They did not however consider the implications of these results for
the overall patterns of allelic diversity in the population, which we now turn to.
Sampling formulas: We can now calculate the probability of sampled configurations
of allelic types. Our goal is to calculate the probability that a sample of n individuals will
have some distribution of allelic types (e.g. n1 individuals with allele 1, n2 individuals with
allele 2, etc.). Specifically, we aim to calculate a negative selection version of the neutral
Ewens sampling formula (ESF). As we will see, this calculation proceeds exactly analogously
whether we use the lineage structure (PRF) or retrospective analysis.
We begin with the simplest case, a sample of n = 2 individuals from the population.
What is the chance that these individuals are the same genotype? In other words, what
is the allelic homozygosity, Q2, in the population? In order to be the same genotype, the
two individuals must carry the same number of deleterious mutations — i.e. they must fall
in the same Hamming class, k. In addition, they must also be of the same mutant lineage
within class k. This must equal the probability that the most recent event in the history of
these 2 individuals is a coalescence event; from Eq. (15) this is 1
1+θk
. Alternatively, we could
calculate the probability the two individuals are in the same lineage directly from our PRF
result; it is the expected value of x2, where x is integrated over the distribution of lineage
frequencies in class k: ∫ 1
0
x2
h2k
fk(x)dx =
1
1 + θk
, (16)
where we have evaluate the integral as described in Appendix A (see also the corrections in
Appendix B).
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We therefore find that the full probability that two sampled individuals have the same
genotype, which we denote Q2, is given by
Q2 =
∞∑
k=0
h2k
(
1
1 + θk
)
. (17)
Note that, in the case Ud = 0, all individuals are in the zero class, such that hk 6=0 → 0 and
h0 → 1. Therefore:
QNeutral2 →
1
1 + 2NUn
, (18)
in agreement with the neutral Ewens sampling formula.
In order for two individuals to have a different genotype, there are two possibilities: either
the two individuals could be sampled from different classes (in which case they must have a
different genotype), or they could be sampled from the same class, and be of different allelic
types (cf. the first event in their ancestral history is a mutation event). Therefore:
Q1,1 =
∑
k,k′ 6=k
hkhk′ +
∑
k
h2k
(
θk
1 + θk
)
= 1−
∑
k
h2k
(
1
1 + θk
)
= 1−Q2. (19)
Note that:
QNeutral1,1 →
2NUn
1 + 2NUn
, (20)
in agreement with the neutral Ewens sampling formula.
Relationship with the Neutral Result
At this point, it is informative to consider the form of this result. The presence of selection
serves to subdivide the population into classes, as given by the mutation-selection balance
result. Thus, in order for a sample of individuals to have a particular allelic configuration,
they must be sampled from a set of classes consistent with that configuration. However,
within each class, the population behaves identically to that of a neutral population, with
a different population size (N → Nhk) and mutation rate (Un → Un + sk). We can see this
explicitly by defining:
QESF{Configuration},k ≡ ESF Result for {Configuration} with θ → 2Nhk(Un + sk). (21)
For example, we have that:
QESF{2},k =
1
1 + θk
, QESF{1,1},k =
θk
1 + θk
. (22)
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We can then rewrite our results as:
Q2 =
∑
k
h2kQ
ESF
{2},k, (23)
Q1,1 =
∑
k
h2kQ
ESF
{1,1},k +
∑
k,k′ 6=k
hkhk′ . (24)
Thus we see that, within each class, the probability of a particular configuration is effectively
neutral with parameter θ = 2Nhk(Un + sk), consistent with our initial intuitive guess for
the form of our result. The overall probability of a given allelic configuration is then the
probability that a specific configuration is achieved within each class, summed over all
possible sets of class configurations that are consistent with the allelic configuration.
Sample Size n = 3
This logic can be extended to larger sample sizes. In order for three randomly-selected
individuals to have the same genotype, all three individuals must be sampled from the same
class and they must all be from the same lineage (i.e. both of the first two events must
be coalescence). This can be computed by considering the average of x3 over the PRF,∫ 1
0
x3fk(x)dx, or by using the results from Eq. (15). We find:
Q3 =
∑
k
h3k
(
2
2 + θk
)(
1
1 + θk
)
. (25)
Note that, for Ud = 0, hk 6=0 → 0 and h0 → 1, such that:
QNeutral3 →
2
(2 + θ)(1 + θ)
, (26)
in agreement with the neutral Ewens sampling formula.
In order for two individuals to have the same genotype and the third individual to have a
different genotype, there are two possibilities. First, two individuals could have been selected
from the same class and the third individual could have been selected from a different class.
In this case, the two individuals in the same class must be from the same lineage (i.e.
coalesce prior to a mutation event). Alternatively, all three individuals could have been
selected from the same class. In this case, two must be from the same lineage and the third
from a different lineage, which occurs with probability∫ 1
0
3x2(1− x)fk(x)dx. (27)
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Thinking about this retrospectively, this is equivalent to the sum of two possibilities: either
the first event could be a mutation event, in which case the next event among the other two
lineages must be a coalescent event, or the first event could be a coalescent event, in which
case the next event among the third lineage and the merged lineage must be a mutation
event. We find
Q2,1 =
∑
k,k′ 6=k
3h2khk′
(
1
1 + θk
)
+
∑
k
h3k
[(
2
2 + θk
)(
θk
1 + θk
)
+
(
θk
2 + θk
)(
1
1 + θk
)]
=
∑
k
3h2k
1 + θk
(
1− 2hk
2 + θk
)
. (28)
Note that:
QNeutral2,1 →
3θ
(1 + θ)(2 + θ)
, (29)
in agreement with the neutral Ewens sampling formula.
Analogous considerations lead to the probability that all three individuals are of different
allelic types,
Q1,1,1 =
∑
k,k′ 6=k,k′′ 6=k′,k
hkhk′hk′′ +
∑
k,k′ 6=k
3h2khk′
(
θk
1 + θk
)
+
∑
k
h3k
(
θk
2 + θk
)(
θk
1 + θk
)
= 1−
∑
k
3h2k
(
1
1 + θk
)
+
∑
k
h3k
(
4
(1 + θk)(2 + θk)
)
= 1−Q3 −Q2,1, (30)
as expected. Note that
QNeutral1,1,1 =
θ2
(1 + θ)(2 + θ)
, (31)
in agreement with the neutral Ewens sampling formula.
Relationship with the Neutral Result
As before, we define a class-specific version of the neutral Ewens sampling formula with
θ → 2Nhk(Un + sk):
QESF{Configuration},k ≡ ESF Result for {Configuration} with θ → 2Nhk(Un + sk). (32)
In particular, we have that:
QESF{3},k =
2
(1 + θk)(2 + θk)
, QESF{2,1},k =
3θk
(1 + θk)(2 + θk)
, QESF{1,1,1},k =
θ2k
(1 + θk)(2 + θk)
.
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Using these formulae, we can rewrite our results:
Q3 =
∑
k
h3kQ
ESF
{3},k, (33)
Q2,1 =
∑
k
h3kQ
ESF
{2,1},k +
∑
k,k′ 6=k
3h2khk′Q
ESF
{2},k, (34)
Q1,1,1 =
∑
k
h3kQ
ESF
{1,1,1},k +
∑
k,k′ 6=k
3h2khk′Q
ESF
{1,1},k +
∑
k,k′ 6=k,k′′ 6=k′,k
hkhk′hk′′ . (35)
Therefore, we again see that, within each class, the probabilities of a particular configuration
are effectively neutral with parameter θ → 2Nhk(Un+sk). The overall probability of a given
allelic configuration is then the probability that a specific configuration is achieved within
each class, summed over all possible class configurations that are consistent with the allelic
configuration.
Sampling formulae for arbitrary sample size
We can extend this method to arbitrary sample size. For example, in order for a sample of n
individuals to each have the same genotype, all individuals must be sampled from the same
class. They must all be of the same allelic type, which occurs with probability
∫ 1
0
xnfk(x)dx.
Or equivalently, the first event among the n lineages must be a coalescent event, the next
event among the remaining n − 1 lineages must also be a coalescent event, and so on. We
find
Qn =
∑
k
hnk
(
n− 1
n− 1 + θk
)(
n− 2
n− 2 + θk
)
. . .
(
1
1 + θk
)
=
∑
k
hnk(
θk+n−1
θk
) . (36)
Note that
QNeutraln →
1(
θ+n−1
θ
) , (37)
in agreement with the neutral Ewens sampling formula.
In principle, this method can be extended to calculate the probability of any allelic
configuration. Alternatively, we can use the relationship between these results and the
neutral Ewens sampling formula to infer the probabilities. We found that, for the cases
n = 2 and n = 3, we can write the probability of a given allelic configuration as the
probability that, within each class, a particular configuration is achieved, summed over all
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sets of class configurations that are consistent with the allelic configuration. Similarly, we
see that for Qn:
Qn =
∑
k
hnkQ
ESF
{n},k, (38)
where we have defined:
QESF{Configuration},k ≡ ESF Result for {Configuration} with θ → 2Nhk(Un + sk). (39)
Using this logic, we can infer the probability of additional configurations. For example,
in order for a sample of n individuals of one genotype and n−m of another, there are two
possibilities: First, m individuals could be sampled from class k and n−m individuals could
be sampled from another class k′. The probability of sampling in this manner is hmk h
n−m
k′
(
n
m
)
.
Within class k, the probability of the m individuals having the same genotype is given by the
neutral result QESF{m},k with θ → 2Nhk(sk +Un). Similarly, within class k′, the probability of
the n−m individuals having the same genotype is QESF{n−m},k′ . Alternatively, all n individuals
could be sampled from the same class k. This occurs with probability hnk . The probability
of m individuals having the same genotype and n − m individuals having another is then
given by QESF{m,n−m},k. Combining these results and summing over all sets of k and k
′, we
have that:
Qm,n−m =
∑
k
hnkQ
ESF
{m,n−m},k +
∑
k,k′ 6=k
hmk h
n−m
k′
(
n
m
)
QESF{m},kQ
ESF
{n−m},k′ . (40)
Note, however, that if m = n −m we must divide by two in the second term in the above
expression, to avoid double-counting.
Extending this logic, we have that:
Qn−m−p,m,p =
∑
k
hnkQ
ESF
{n−m−p,m,p},k +
∑
k,k′ 6=k
hn−m−pk h
m+p
k′
(
n
m+ p
)
QESF{n−m−p},kQ
ESF
{m,p},k′
+
∑
k,k′ 6=k
hpkh
n−p
k′
(
n
p
)
QESF{p},kQ
ESF
{n−m−p,m},k′ +
∑
k,k′ 6=k
hmk h
n−m
k′
(
n
m
)
QESF{m},kQ
ESF
{n−m−p,p},k′ (41)
+
∑
k,k′ 6=k,k′′ 6=k,k′
hn−m−pk h
m
k′h
p
k′′
(
n
n−m− p,m, p
)
QESF{n−m−p},kQ
ESF
{m},k′Q
ESF
{p},k′′ .
Note, however, that we must correct the above expression for overcounting if two or more
classes require identical configurations (e.g. if n−m−p = m = p we must divide the second
through fourth terms in the above expression by 3 and the last term by 6). In general,
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the probability of any allelic configuration can be written as the sum over all possible class
combinations that are consistent with a given allelic configuration, where the probability of
each configuration within a class is given by the neutral result with θ → 2Nhk(sk + Un).
Note that, in the case Ud = 0, all individuals are sampled from the zero-class, such that
hk 6=0 → 0 and h0 → 1. In this case, only the leading-order term will be non-zero in the
above results. Therefore, the results reduce exactly to the neutral Ewens sampling formula.
Fluctuations in the steady state hk: Even when the self-consistency condition holds,
the frequencies hk will fluctuate about their steady state frequencies. However, both our
PRF description of the lineage structure and our retrospective analysis assume that the
fitness distribution is always in the steady state, hk. We now consider the validity of this
approximation.
Each allele in class k can reach, at most, a maximum size of order 1
sk
individuals —
selection prevents any individual allele from becoming more common than this. The total
number of individuals in the class is on average Nhk. This means that, provided that
Nhk  1sk , each fitness class is made up of many individual alleles. Thus we would expect
that the fluctuations in the sizes of each one would tend to cancel, and the overall fluctuations
in hk should be negligible provided that this condition holds. This intuition can be made
precise: we can calculate the variance in hk in steady state from our PRF approach, or more
easily from Eq. (57) in Appendix B. We can compute V ar(hk)/hk from Eq. (57), and find
that in fact the fluctuations in hk are indeed negligible provided that
Nhksk  1. (42)
In practice, this condition will often not hold in the high-fitness (and low-fitness) tails of
the distribution. However, provided it holds in the center of the fitness distribution from
which most individuals will be sampled (i.e. for those fitness classes near the mean), our
approach will still give a good approximation to the population allelic diversity.
We note that in addition to assuming hk are in their steady state values in defining θk and
sk for both the PRF and retrospective approaches, the PRF contains an additional implicit
approximation. In writing the PRF sampling formulae, we assumed that, for example, the
probability two individuals in class k come from a lineage of frequency x (given that lineage
exists) is x
2
hk
. This implicitly assumes that the the fact that there exists a lineage of frequency
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x in fitness class k does not impact the expected size of the lineage hk. That is, we assume
that all the lineages in the class always add up to a frequency hk (i.e., we neglect fluctuations
in hk). This is not strictly true: given that there exists a high-frequency lineage, it is likely
that hk is larger than average, and vice versa. These correlations between the frequency
of an individual lineage and the hk do not pose a problem to our retrospective analysis,
which never makes reference to lineages, but it does lead to small errors in the PRF results.
We show in Appendix B that these errors are negligible provided that fluctuations in hk
can be neglected (i.e. provided Nhksk  1). However, they do lead to small discrepancies
between the PRF and retrospective results (and between the PRF results and the neutral
ESF in the Ud → 0 limit, since the neutral ESF is derived assuming a strict constraint on
the total population size). Thus in Appendix B we describe a method to correct for these
effects, making the lineage-based and retrospective approaches to allelic diversity exactly
equivalent. All of the above sampling formulae include this correction, as do all our figures.
There is one additional extreme effect of fluctuations in hk: a fluctuation in h0 can lead to
loss of this most-fit class, a process referred to as Muller’s ratchet. We expect that, provided
the ratchet does not click many times over the timescale in which individual lineages exist,
this will not significantly affect the allelic diversity. Thus we have neglected the ratchet
in our analysis. We return to consider this in more detail in the Discussion, and test the
validity of our approximation with numerical simulations.
A distribution of fitness effects of deleterious mutations: We have analyzed a
model in which all deleterious mutations have the same fitness cost, s. However, in most
real populations it is likely that deleterious mutations have a range of possible fitness effects.
We could model this by assuming that the overall deleterious mutation rate is still Ud, but
that deleterious mutations have a fitness cost between s and s+ ds with probability ρ(s)ds.
That is, ρ(s) is the distribution of fitness effects of deleterious mutations.
In this more general situation, there is still a steady state distribution of fitness within the
population. Generalizing our earlier notation, we can write this distribution as h(k), where
Nh(k) is the steady state number of individuals with a fitness between sk and (s + ds)k,
where s is the average fitness cost of a deleterious mutation and k is no longer constrained
to be an integer. For certain ρ(s) (e.g. an exponential distribution) it is possible to calculate
h(k) analytically, but even when this is not possible there does exist some steady state h(k).
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The basic ideas behind our analysis still apply in this more general situation. The rate
at which new lineages within fitness “class” h(k) are created is now
θ(k)/2 = Nh(k)Un +N
∫ k
0
h(k′)ρ((k − k′)/s)dk′. (43)
The effective selection pressure against individuals in this class is
s(k) = Un + Ud − (k − k¯)s. (44)
Using these modified parameters, we can now apply our analysis as before; the distribution
of lineage frequencies in class k is given by the PRF formula f(k;x) with appropriate θ(k)
and s(k). We can then find sampling formulas as before — the only difference is that instead
of summing over a discrete set of fitness classes, we must integrate over a continuous set of
possible fitnesses. For example, we have Q2 =
∫∞
0
∫ 1
0
x2f(k, x)dxdk.
This extension of our model allows us to calculate the effects of more general forms of
purifying selection on allelic diversity. However, there is a wide array of possible distributions
ρ(s), and using this more general form obscures the basic effects of selection. Thus in
analyzing our results and comparing to simulations we focus on the simpler case in which
all deleterious mutations have the same fitness cost s. This focus has the advantage of
simplicity, and it allows us to explore more clearly how the strength of selection affects the
patterns of allelic diversity.
Simulations: In order to check the validity of our analysis, we have performed sim-
ulations of a Wright-Fisher population. In our simulations, we consider a population of
constant size N and keep track of the frequencies of all genotypes over successive, discrete
generations. In each generation, N individuals are sampled with replacement from the pre-
ceding generation, according to the standard Wright-Fisher process (Ewens, 2004) in which
the chance of sampling an individual is determined by its fitness relative to the population
mean fitness.
In each generation, a Poisson number of deleterious mutations are introduced, with mean
NUd, and a Poisson number of neutral mutations are introduced, with mean NUn. The mu-
tations are distributed randomly and independently among the individuals in the population
(so that a single individual might receive multiple mutations in a given generation). Each
new mutation is ascribed to a novel site, so that each mutation results in a new genotype.
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Starting from a monomorphic population, all simulations were run for at least 1
s
ln(Ud/s)
generations (or for at least several times N generations when Ud/s < 1), to ensure relaxation
both to the steady-state mutation-selection equilibrium and to the PRF equilibrium of allelic
frequencies within each fitness class. Appropriate relaxation to steady state was checked by
extending the simulations and ensuring our results did not change. The final state of the
population – i.e. the frequencies of all surviving genotypes – was recorded at the last
generation, and Q2 and Q2,1 were calculated from these frequencies. This was repeated and
averaged over 250 replicate simulations to produce the points shown in the figures.
Our simulations allowed for random fluctuations in the frequencies of each fitness class,
as well as for Muller’s ratchet. The ratchet did not proceed substantially for the simulations
relevant for Fig. 3, except for the highest Ud point shown in that figure. However, it did
proceed substantially in the simulations shown in Fig. 2, such that the most-fit individuals
at the end of each simulation contained typically a few (for small Ud/s) to more than a dozen
(for larger Ud/s ∼ 10) deleterious mutations. We can see that, despite the effects of Muller’s
ratchet and fluctuations in the hk, our simulations are generally in excellent agreement with
our theoretical predictions.
RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
Using the approach we have described, we can calculate the probability of any allelic config-
uration within a sample of n individuals from a population experiencing negative selection
at many linked sites. From this, we can calculate the expected distribution of any statistic
describing allelic diversity. To do so we must first determine which allelic configurations
lead to what values of the statistic. The probability of each possible value of the statistic is
then the sum of the probabilities of all allelic configurations leading to that value. This is
identical to the calculation we would do in the neutral case — the only difference is that to
calculate the probability of each allelic configuration, we use our sampling formula rather
than the neutral Ewens sampling formula.
In practice, some statistics are easier to calculate than others. While we can easily
calculate the distribution of statistics describing diversity in a small sample, and we could
in principle calculate certain statistics in larger samples (e.g. the total number of alleles in
a sample of size n, Kn), further work is needed to develop efficient methods of calculating
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arbitrary statistics in large samples. This is clearly important for applications of our method
to analysis of sequence data, but the combinatoric and computational issues involved are an
extensive topic which is tangential to the ideas underlying our method. Instead, we focus
here on describing the distributions of simple statistics involving small samples. Our aim is
to highlight the essential differences between neutral diversity and the diversity in situations
involving linked deleterious mutations.
Relationship to the neutral Ewens sampling formula: Although it may seem
counterintuitive, our analysis applies even when Ud = 0 (that is, in the case where all
mutations are neutral). In this case, our model is the same as that studied by Ewens
(1972). If we apply our methods to this Ud = 0 case, all genotypes are in the fitness class
k = 0, and we have h0 = 1, γ0 = −NUn and θ0 = θ = 2NUn. Provided that |γ0|  1,
the conditions for our PRF analysis to be valid are met, and all of our previous results still
apply, but are greatly simplified. And from our analysis of sampling formulas above we can
immediately see that, as expected, setting Ud = 0 always causes our results to exactly reduce
to the neutral Ewens sampling formula. Note that we must take the limit Ud → 0 rather
than s → 0 to recover the neutral result, because taking s → 0 with finite Ud causes the
steady state mutation-selection balance to break down (i.e. we have hk → 0 and fluctuations
in the frequencies of each class become crucial).
For nonzero Ud, we expect that our results will differ from the predictions of the neutral
ESF. To illustrate these differences in more detail, we study the allelic configurations in
samples of size n = 2 and n = 3. Consider first the homozygosity Q2 in a sample of size
n = 2. In Fig. 2a and c we show how Q2 depends on Ud and the population size N ,
both under our theory and in monte carlo simulations. We compare these results with the
predictions of the neutral ESF. We make the same comparisons for the heterozygosity Q2,1
in Fig. 2b and d. We note that the simulation results agree well with our predictions and
differ from those of the ESF.
In making this comparison, there is some ambiguity about how to interpret the ESF,
which depends only on θ, for Ud > 0. In one interpretation, we neglect selection against
the deleterious mutations and set θ = 2N(Un + Ud); we refer to this as the NS-ESF case.
Alternatively, we could neglect the deleterious mutations entirely and set θ = 2NUn; we
refer to this as the NM-ESF case.
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In Fig. 3 we explore the ambiguity in the interpretation of the ESF, and compare the
predictions of our theory to the two different interpretations of the ESF. For small Ud, our
prediction is equivalent to both interpretations of the neutral ESF. As Ud increases, our
predicted homozygosity decreases slowly until it experiences a sharp transition at Ud ≈ s.
This transition makes intuitive sense: when Ud < s, most individuals in the population have
no deleterious mutations, and hence the allelic diversity is similar to the neutral case. As Ud
increases past s, most individuals have deleterious mutations, so these mutations decrease
the expected homozygosity. These deleterious mutations decrease homozygosity by less than
they would if they were neutral, so our predicted homozygosity is higher than the NS-ESF
but lower than the NM-ESF.
We can gain further insight into this behavior by comparing our predictions to those of
the NS-ESF and the NM-ESF in more detail (Fig. 3). We see that even when Ud = Un,
our predicted homozygosity is only slightly lower than when Ud = 0, despite the fact that
there are twice as many mutations occurring (and hence the NS-ESF prediction for Q2 has
declined by a factor of two). Here the NM-ESF prediction is fairly accurate, reflecting the
fact that selection is still strong (with Ud  s) so that most individuals have no deleteri-
ous mutations at all. However, as Ud increases past s, most individuals now have one or
more deleterious mutations and hence these mutations decrease our prediction for the allelic
homozygosity. In this regime, the NM-ESF becomes inaccurate, because the deleterious
mutations are sufficiently weakly selected (Ud >∼ s) that their presence is important to the
diversity. However, despite this being weak selection, the fact that selection eliminates dele-
terious mutations from the population more rapidly than if they were neutral means that
the allelic homozygosity is higher than the NS-ESF, even as Ud becomes very large. As Ud
increases, our predictions become more similar to the NS-ESF, and in the limit of infinite
Ud will equal the NS-ESF. In Fig. 3b we show the “bizygosity” Q2,1 as a function of Ud.
Through this parameter range Q3 is small, and so Q1,1,1 ≈ 1−Q2,1. As Fig. 3b shows, the
dependence of bizygosity on Ud is similar to the behavior of heterozygosity, for essentially
the same reasons.
This shift in our results from being approximately equal to the NM-ESF for small Ud to
the NS-ESF for large Ud has an intuitive explanation from the form of our results for θk.
For Ud  s, h0 is close to 1, since most individuals have no deleterious mutations. In this
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class, we have θ0 = 2Nh0s0 ≈ 2NUn, the same as the θ for the NM-ESF. Since diversity
within each class is neutral with the appropriate θ, in this Ud  s regime the diversity is
approximately that predicted by the NM-ESF. On the other hand, in the limit of very large
Ud, hk becomes sharply peaked about k = Ud/s, so almost all individuals have approximately
the same fitness, and individual deleterious mutations change fitness by a negligible amount.
Thus the diversity is approximately that predicted by the NS-ESF. This behavior is exactly
as reflected in Fig. 3, with the transition between the two regimes occurring at Ud ∼ s, as
this analysis would predict.
Our analysis above makes it clear that the difference between weak and strong selection
for the purpose of allelic diversity is set by whether s is small or large compared to Ud.
We have potentially three regimes of selection strength. For Ns < 1, selection is ineffective
relative to drift, and we always have nearly neutral diversity. For Ns > 1, we can have weak,
moderate, or strong selection. When s  Ud, we have weak selection as described above;
the NS-ESF is accurate. When s <∼ Ud, we have a “moderate selection” regime where the
diversity generated by the deleterious mutations themselves can be important, and hence
the NM-ESF is inaccurate. However selection is not so weak that the NS-ESF is accurate
either; the selection against the deleterious mutations does reduce the amount of diversity
they contribute. In this regime, neither interpretation of the Ewens neutral sampling formula
provides an accurate prediction for allelic diversity. Finally, for s  Ud, we have a “strong
selection” regime, where deleterious mutations are eliminated quickly from the population
and hence do not contribute to diversity, and the NM-ESF is accurate. The NS-ESF is
also accurate in this regime when Ud  Un but it will underestimate homozygosity when
Ud >∼ Un. Note that in Fig. 3 we show a case where s > Un, so there is a regime where
s  Ud but Ud >∼ Un and hence the NM-ESF is accurate but the NS-ESF is not. Such a
regime does not exist in the case s < Un, but otherwise the same qualitative patterns exist
for the same reasons.
Comparison to the effective population size approximation: The background
selection model we have studied has been the subject of much earlier work, although this
has largely been focused on the structure of genealogies in the presence of purifying selection,
rather than allelic diversity (Gordo et al., 2002; Hudson and Kaplan, 1994, 1995; Seger
et al., 2010). A particularly simple and useful approximation to the effects of background
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selection was developed by Charlesworth et al. (1993), Charlesworth (1994), and
Charlesworth et al. (1995). This approximation is widely used to summarize the effects
of background selection (Hartl, 1988). We refer to it here as the effective population
size approximation (EPS). The EPS analysis makes predictions about the the structure
of genealogies and hence about genetic diversity at the level of individual sites, not just
the allelic diversity we consider here. Further, it focuses on the genetic diversity among
neutral mutations only. Thus it is not directly comparable to our results in this paper.
Despite this, we find it instructive to briefly examine how EPS compares to our results, if
we apply it to predict allelic diversity. We stress that this is not the interpretation intended
by Charlesworth et al. (1993) and does not provide a fair picture of its accuracy in
general. Since EPS describes the structure of genealogies, we defer a detailed discussion
of the accuracy of the EPS approximation and its relationship to our results to Walczak
et al. (2011), where we calculate the structure of genealogies under our model.
The EPS approximation assumes that deleterious mutations are eliminated by selection
quickly compared to the coalescence time between two individuals who do not have any such
mutations. When this is true, almost all neutral mutations we observe occurred in individuals
that did not have any deleterious mutations, because they have little time to occur in
individuals that do have deleterious mutations before these individuals are eliminated by
selection. Thus, according to the EPS approximation, the genetic diversity among neutral
sites linked to negatively selected sites is exactly the same as the entirely neutral case, but
with the population size N replaced by the size of the least-loaded (i.e. most-fit) class. That
is, N is replaced by the effective population size
Ne = Nh0 = Ne
−Ud/s. (45)
Given this Ne, EPS predicts that any properties of neutral diversity are identical to those of
coalescent theory with the appropriate Ne. Applying this to the allelic diversity, this predicts
that the sampling properties of neutral alleles will be given by the classical Ewens’ sampling
formula, using θ = 2NUnh0 = 2NUne
−Ud/|s|. Note this is effectively a NM-EPS case, which
seems most natural. An alternative NS-EPS case can be defined using θ = 2N(Un + Ud)h0;
this leads to similar conclusions.
In the strong selection regime where Ud  s, most individuals are in the 0-class. Thus
our analysis predicts that this class will dominate allelic diversity, which will be neutral with
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θ0 = 2Nh0s0 = 2Ne
−Ud/sUn. Thus our analysis reduces exactly to the predictions of the
NM-EPS in this regime. As we describe in detail in Walczak et al. (2011), this is the
regime in which the EPS approximation is expected to hold. Thus we see that our analysis
reduces to the EPS in the regime in which it should.
However, for the moderate and weak selection regimes, Ud >∼ s, the EPS prediction
breaks down dramatically. We graph this prediction in Fig. 3 (using the NS interpration
of the EPS, which provides a slightly better prediction than the NM interpretation). In
this regime the EPS predicts that the neutral homozygosity increases dramatically, since
the least-loaded class becomes negligible in size. However, the homozygosity is not so large
in reality, as our predictions demonstrate. Rather, both neutral and deleterious variation
among individuals that harbor one or more deleterious mutations is important. Our theory
accounts for this effect, while EPS fails because the approximation that the coalescence time
between individuals is dominated by the time in the least-loaded class breaks down.
We explore the comparison to EPS and the reasons for the breakdown of the EPS ap-
proximation for Ud >∼ s in more detail in Walczak et al. (2011). Here, we merely note that,
contrary to the intuition one might be tempted to draw from EPS, having more deleterious
mutations can never decrease allelic diversity. That is, if we fix all other parameters, simply
having more deleterious mutations (i.e. increasing Ud) does not reduce heterozygosity. Cer-
tainly it reduces neutral heterozygosity, but accounting for all variation a population with
a larger deleterious mutation rate will have more allelic heterozygosity.
Distortions in Allelic Diversity: The above discussion makes clear that for given
population sizes, mutation rates, and selection strengths, purifying selection changes the
probabilities of particular allelic configurations in a sample. However, this does not neces-
sarily imply that selection leads to distortions in the patterns of genetic variation compared
to the neutral case. In the neutral case, the probabilities of all allelic configurations in a
sample are determined by a single parameter θ. This means that we can infer θ from a
statistic which depends on the probabilities of one set of allelic configurations, and this θ
then predicts the expected distribution of all other statistics describing genetic variation
within the population, provided it is evolving neutrally.
Our discussion of the EPS approximation above makes clear that for sufficiently strong
selection, genetic diversity is not distorted relative to the neutral case. In this section, we
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show that for moderate to weaker selection (relative to mutation rates), there is no effec-
tive population size Ne which can describe genetic diversity in our model. As we noted
in the Introduction, this is consistent with earlier observations that background selection
leads to distortions in the structure of genealogies (Barton and Etheridge, 2004; Com-
eron and Kreitman, 2002; Comeron et al., 2008; Gordo et al., 2002; McVean and
Charlesworth, 2000; O’Fallon et al., 2010; Seger et al., 2010). Here we compute
precisely how these distortions alter particular aspects of the patterns of allelic diversity.
Our analysis in this section demonstrates one place in which statistical power exists to dis-
tinguish purifying selection from neutral processes at a reduced effective population size.
Our framework can in principle be used to explore where such statistical power lies more
generally, but we leave this more general question for future work.
In this section, we simply show that there is no effective neutral population size Ne to
describe diversity in our model. To do this, it is sufficient to show that the effective θ that one
would infer from one statistic predicts the incorrect values of other statistics. The simplest
way to do this is to begin with the Q2 we would predict given some set of parameters. We
calculate the effective θe one would infer from this Q2 using the neutral ESF (i.e. we choose
θe such that Q2 =
1
1+θe
). We then calculate the neutral prediction for Q2,1 (or Q3) based on
this θe. We compare this with our predictions for Q2,1 (or Q3) given the real parameters. The
difference between these two predictions is a measure of the deviation from neutrality. We
show this deviation from neutrality, expressed as the ratio of the neutral effective population
size prediction to the actual result, for Q2,1 in Fig. 4a and for Q3 in Fig. 4b.
We see from Fig. 4 that negative selection distorts the allelic diversity away from high-
frequency polymorphisms and towards lower-frequency polymorphisms, for a given level of
overall heterozygosity. The effects are strongest when Ud is of order (or slightly larger than)
s, and the distortion is stronger for smaller Un and N .
These two simple statistics measuring deviations from neutrality demonstrate that there
is no effective population size describing allelic diversity. These particular comparisons are
presumably not the most statistically powerful way to detect this type of negative selection,
but they do show that statistical power exists. Using the framework developed in this
paper, it is now possible to systematically investigate exactly how linked negatively selected
sites generate different patterns of allelic diversity from the neutral case, and to determine
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which statistics provide the most power detect this type of selection. Note for example
that the deviation from neutrality is much stronger in Fig. 4b than in Fig. 4a. This
reflects the fact that we are inferring θ from Q2, which in our theory is more closely related
to Q2,1 than it is to Q3. Even more powerful tests for selection are presumably possible.
While much earlier work has anticipated that purifying selection distorts the structure of
genealogies (Betancourt et al., 2009; Comeron and Kreitman, 2002; Comeron et al.,
2008; Gordo et al., 2002; Hahn, 2008; McVean and Charlesworth, 2000; Seger
et al., 2010), no analytic formalism has previously provided a way to determine precisely
how selection alters patterns of allelic diversity (and hence, where statistical power may lie).
While we have shown that there is no neutral effective population size describing allelic
diversity, this allelic diversity is a summary statistic of the full per-site diversity. Thus our
result also implies that genetic diversity at a per-site level also cannot be described by a
neutral effective population size, and that additional power to distinguish neutrality from
negative selection can be found in data on site-based variation, consistent with the earlier
work described above. We show how our analysis can be used as the basis for calculating
the precise form of this full per-site diversity in a related paper, Walczak et al. (2011).
Muller’s Ratchet: Throughout our analysis, we have assumed that Muller’s ratchet
can be neglected. This is clearly not true in general. The problem Muller’s ratchet creates is
that hk can change with time, and this changes the distribution of allele frequencies within
each class. After a “click” of the ratchet, the distribution of hk shifts, eventually reaching
a new state shifted left by one class (so the class that was originally at frequency hk is
now at frequency hk−1, and so on). The PRF distribution of lineage frequencies in class k
correspondingly shifts from fk to fk−1, and so on, which changes the allelic diversity.
Fortunately, since fk(x) is similar to fk+1 and fk−1, this effect is unlikely to cause major
inaccuracies, provided the ratchet does not click many times over the timescale on which
the lineage frequency spectrum turns over. We expect that this is generally true within
the bulk of the fitness distribution. At the tails of the distribution, where hk is small, the
allele frequency distribution can sometimes be substantially different than expected due to
the ratchet. However, by definition these classes represent a small fraction of the overall
population and hence we do not expect them to contribute substantially to allelic diversity.
We tested the accuracy of our approximation neglecting Muller’s ratchet using the simu-
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lations described above, all of which included the possibility of the ratchet. Our predictions
remain very accurate, even in simulations in which the ratchet was observed to operate.
Note, however, that the ratchet is potentially more problematic in considering the genetic
diversity at the level of individual sites, because the high-fitness tail of the fitness distribution
can be important for the structure of genealogies even if it does not contribute substantially
to allelic diversity at any time. Thus we consider the possible complications introduced by
Muller’s ratchet in more detail in Walczak et al. (2011).
Conclusion: We have introduced a formalism to calculate the statistics of allelic diver-
sity in the presence of purifying selection at many linked selected sites. We have done so by
calculating the structure of the individual lineages that maintain the deleterious mutation-
selection balance. This analysis is based on the PRF framework of Sawyer and Hartl
(1992), which was originally developed to describe the frequency of mutations at completely
unlinked sites. We have adapted this framework to our problem with a shift in perspec-
tive: rather than treating new mutations at individual sites as the basic and independently
fluctuating quantities, we consider the lineages founded by new mutations as the basic in-
dependent quantities. This allows us to describe aspects of the genetic diversity despite the
fact that selection is acting on many linked non-independent sites. We showed that this
approach is exactly equivalent to a retrospective perspective, which studied the probability
individuals are in the same lineage by considering the probability that coalescence events
preceded mutations.
Of course, each lineage we describe contains many different mutations, and the fluctua-
tions in lineage frequency described by the PRF framework represent correlated fluctuations
in all of these individual mutations. If we could also describe how lineages are related to
each other, and hence the statistics of which mutations they share, we could combine this
with the results in this paper to describe the full per-site patterns of genetic diversity de-
spite the correlations between sites introduced by linkage and selection. We follow precisely
this program in a companion paper Walczak et al. (2011). In this paper, however, we
have focused on describing allelic diversity, leading to a negatively selected version of the
neutral Ewens sampling formula. This analytical framework allows us to compute precisely
how patterns of allelic diversity are distorted by negative selection at many linked sites, and
hence understand exactly where statistical power may lie to distinguish purifying selection
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from neutrality.
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APPENDIX A: INTEGRALS INVOLVING FK(X)
Our expressions for the probabilities of various allelic configurations involve integrals of the
form
I =
∫ 1
0
A(x)f(x), (46)
where A(x) is a polynomial function of the form A(x) = xn(1−x)m (with n and m integers).
Here f(x) is the expression from Eq. (9),
f(x) =
ah
ea − 1
1
x(1− x)
[
ea(1−x) − 1] , (47)
where we have suppressed the subscripts and used the notation a ≡ −2γ.
Whenever n and m are both ≥ 1, these integrals are easy to evaluate analytically. When
either n or m equals zero, the integrals can be separated into an exactly solvable analytical
part and a part that involves the integral
I ′ =
∫ 1
0
eay − 1
y
dy. (48)
This integral I ′ is a known special function Ein(−a); see p. 228 of Abramowitz and
Stegun (1965).
Consider for example the integral
I2 =
∫ 1
0
x2f(x)dx. (49)
Substituting in for f(x) and substituting y = 1− x in the integral gives
I2 =
ah
ea − 1
∫ 1
0
1− y
y
[eay − 1] dy. (50)
We now simply write 1−y
y
= 1
y
−1 and evaluate the analytically solvable parts of this integral
to get
I2 =
ah
ea − 1I
′ − h+ ah
ea − 1 . (51)
Fortunately, we can calculate a simple analytic approximation for I ′ in the limit a  1
(i.e. |γ|  1), which is the limit we are always working in. This is a standard asymptotic
expansion of the Ein function; we have
I ′ ≈ 1
a
ea
[
1 +
1
a
]
. (52)
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We can now plug our approximation for I ′ into our result for I2 to get
I2 =
h
a
. (53)
For more complex integrals, we need to keep higher order terms in the asymptotic ex-
pansion of I ′. In general, we find
In =
∫ 1
0
xnf(x) =
(n− 1)!h
an−1
. (54)
Similar calculations can be used to find an analogous approximation for Im =
∫ 1
0
(1 −
x)mf(x)dx, but this integral is not necessary for our purposes in this paper.
These calculations allow us to give simple analytic expressions for any integrals of the
form
∫
xn(1− x)mf(x)dx. Whenever m and n are both ≥ 1, the integrals can be evaluated
exactly in terms of elementary functions, and when either m or n are 0 we can use the above
results to provide simple analytic approximations to whatever precision we require.
APPENDIX B: FLUCTUATIONS IN HK AND THE CORRELATIONS
BETWEEN THE SIZE OF A LINEAGE AND THE FREQUENCY OF
THE CLASS
In the main text, we asserted that our PRF calculations and our retrospective approach
were equivalent, and that they reduce precisely to the neutral Ewens sampling formula when
Ud = 0 and to the EPS approximation when Ud/s 1. However, this is only approximately
true: our PRF lineage structure calculations as described thus far are slightly different from
the retrospective results (and reduce to the neutral ESF or the EPS approximation to leading
order in 1
θk
). These discrepancies all stem from fluctuations in the size of the fitness classes
hk. In this Appendix, we explain how these discrepancies arise and describe an alternative
analysis of lineage structure which allows us to avoid them.
In our PRF calculations for sampling formula in the main text, we wrote that the prob-
ability that two individuals picked from class k come from the same lineage is∫ 1
0
(
x
hk
)2
fk(x)dx. (55)
The idea behind this equation is that fk(x)dx is the probability that there exists a lineage
in class k at frequency x, while hk is the total frequency of class k, so the probability that
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an individual in class k comes from this lineage (given the lineage exists) is x/hk. Similarly
the probability two randomly chosen individuals come from this lineage is x2/h2k, and sum-
ming up over all possible lineages (times the probability each exists) gives
∫ 1
0
x2fk(x)/h
2
kdx.
Analogous expressions were constructed for the probabilities of other allelic configurations.
These expressions assume that the fact that there exists a lineage of frequency x in fitness
class k does not impact the expected size of the lineage hk. This is essentially equivalent
to neglecting fluctuations in hk: we assume that all the lineages in the class always add up
to hk. We saw in the main text that this holds provided that Nhksk  1. As we would
expect, this is the same condition under which we can neglect fluctuations in the hk. We
have therefore restricted our analysis to this parameter regime.
Even within this parameter regime, this approximation introduces small corrections.
These arise from the fact that, given that there exists a lineage that is at high frequency (a
substantial fraction of hk), it is likely that hk is larger than average. In other words, there
is a correlation between the size of a lineage and the frequency of the class, so the proba-
bility that two individuals picked from a class come from the same lineage is not precisely∫ 1
0
(
x
hk
)2
fk(x)dx. The part of the integrand corresponding to larger x overestimates the
probability two individuals are from the same lineage, since given that those high-frequency
lineages exist, hk will be larger than average. Similarly (though less dramatically), the
smaller x part of the integrand underestimates the probability two individuals are from the
same lineage.
These problems lead to only slight inaccuracies when our self-consistency equation holds.
However, neglecting these correlations obscures the precise relationship between our results
and the neutral Ewens sampling formula (and to our retrospective approach). Further,
relaxing this approximation provides a useful comparison of the subtle differences between
the assumptions underlying the original neutral Ewens calculation and the PRF method
we use here. Thus we describe here an alternative approach to understanding the lineage
structure in a fitness class which allows us to avoid this approximation. This eliminates
the small discrepancies between our PRF method, our retrospective approach, and (in the
Ud → 0 limit) the neutral Ewens formula.
We first note that, in his original calculation of the neutral ESF, Ewens (1972) used a
diffusion result, f(x), roughly analogous to our PRF expression to describe the probability
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that there exists a lineage with frequency x in the population at a given time. However,
Ewens’ f(x) was derived as the solution to the diffusion approximation to the K-allele
Wright-Fisher process, in the limit of infinite alleles. This process explicitly imposes the
constraint that the sum of all lineages in the population at a given time must add to 1. This
means that there is no correlation between the size of a lineage and the total number of
individuals in the population.
The PRF calculation of the lineage structure does not involve this explicit constraint. This
is what makes it possible to compute a simple analytical expression for fk(x). This lack of
constraint means that the PRF result admits fluctuations in hk, which lead to corresponding
correlations between x and hk. We could partially avoid this by defining γk = Nhksk, rather
than Nhk, as we have so far. This would effectively mean that each lineage is assumed to
be diffusing between 0 and hk rather than between 0 and 1, and forbid any lineage from
reach a frequency larger than hk. Thus it reduces the discrepancies associated with the
correlations between x and hk. However, even with this redefinition, there is no constraint
that the lineages in a given class all add to precisely hk, and so correlations still exist.
To correct exactly for the effects of correlations between x and hk, we take an alternative
approach to the frequency distribution of lineages within a given fitness class. Rather than
use a diffusion approximation to describe the dynamics of each lineage, we use a continuous-
time branching process. As before, we imagine that new lineages are created at a rate
θk/2. In steady state there will be some time-independent probability that there are n total
individuals across all the lineages in the class, P (n). Note that on average we must have
n/N = hk, and that P (n) contains information on the fluctuations in the hk. We first
compute the generating function for P (n),
H(z) ≡
∞∑
n=0
P (n)zn. (56)
To do so, we start by computing the generating function for the probability distribution
of the number of individuals from each lineage, as described by Eqs. (7-9) of Desai and
Fisher (2007). We substitute this expression into Eq. (24) of Desai and Fisher (2007)
and integrate. We find
H(z) ≡
∞∑
n=0
P (n, t)zn ≡ 〈zn〉 =
[
s
1− z(1− s)
] θ
2(1−s)
, (57)
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where angle brackets denote expectation values, and we have suppressed the k subscripts.
Note that this equation describes the fluctuations in the size of an individual fitness class:
the mean, variance, and higher moments of n can be easily computed by taking derivatives
of H(z). Note also that this calculation is based on a continuous-time branching process, in
which individuals have a different distribution of offspring number than in a Wright-Fisher
process, leading to a transient distribution of the frequencies of individual lineages that is
half as large as in the Wright-Fisher model for lineages of substantial frequency. Thus to
make comparisons with the Wright-Fisher process, we have to take θ → 2θ (as we would in
comparing Wright-Fisher to Moran models), as described by Desai and Fisher (2007).
We now imagine that there are B sites in the genome, each of which can mutate to
create a new lineage in class k. In the large-B limit, each distinct lineage in class k arose
from a mutation at a different site in the genome (and we will later make the infinite-sites
assumption B →∞, which makes this exactly true). The rate at which new mutations found
lineages in class k due to mutations at a specific one of these B sites is θk
2B
. This means that
the generating function for the probability that there are n mutations at a particular site i
in class k is
Hi(z) =
[
s
1− z(1− s)
] θ
B(1−s)
, (58)
where again we have suppressed the k subscripts and we have taken θ → 2θ to match to the
Wright-Fisher model as described above.
If we define ni to be the total number of mutants at site i in class k, we have that
σ ≡
B∑
i=1
ni (59)
is the total number of individuals in the class (note that on average we expect σ = Nhk).
We now imagine that we sample some number m individuals from class k. The probability
that they are all the same allelic type is
Q(k)m =
〈
B∑
i=1
nmi
σm
〉
. (60)
Note this has the same form as our PRF expression, except we are averaging over
nmi
σm
rather
than averaging over nmi and then dividing by the average σ
m. In other words, we are
explicitly accounting for the correlations between x and hk. Analogous expressions hold for
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all other possible allelic configurations; we simply take the PRF integrals relevant for that
sampling configuration and replace the hk by σ, replace the integral over x with taking an
expectation, and sum over all B sites.
We now wish to compute these sampling probabilities. For example, consider Q
(k)
m . We
can rewrite Eq. (60) using the identity
1
σm
=
∫ ∞
0
xm−1
(m− 1)!e
−xσdx. (61)
This identity can easily be verified by integrating the RHS by parts. Using this, and noting
that lineages at each of the B sites are independent, we find
Q(k)m =
〈
B∑
i=1
nmi
∫ ∞
0
xm−1
(m− 1)!e
−xσdx
〉
= B
∫ ∞
0
xm−1
(m− 1)!〈n
m
1 e
−xσ〉dx
= B
∫ ∞
0
xm−1
(m− 1)!〈e
−xni〉B−1〈nm1 e−xn1〉dx. (62)
The first expectation value inside the integral can be computed by noting that
〈e−xni〉 = H(z = 1− x) =
[
1 + x
1− s
s
] θ
B(1−s)
. (63)
Differentiating this result m times with respect to x results in an expression for 〈nm1 e−xn1〉.
Plugging these results in and integrating, taking the limit B → ∞, and neglecting higher
order terms in s, we find
Q(k)m = θ
m−1∑
j=0
(−1)j
(
m− 1
j
)
1
θ + j
=
(m− 1)!∏m−1
j=1 (θ + j)
=
1(
θ+m−1
θ
) . (64)
This result is exactly equivalent to the sampling formula described in the main text, Eq.
(36), and to the result of the retrospective calculation. It is a correction to the PRF result,
Q(k)m =
∫ 1
0
xmfk(x)dx, (65)
which is identical only to leading order in 1/θk. Analogous manipulations for other possible
sampling configurations show that the method described in this section generally produces
sampling formulae that are exactly equivalent to our retrospective method, and which repre-
sent second-order corrections to the PRF results. All of the sampling formulae quoted in the
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main text and shown in the figures incorporate this correction, which appropriately handles
the correlations between the frequency of an individual lineage and the size of the fitness
class. Similarly, in Walczak et al. (2011), we also incorporate the correction calculated in
this Appendix into our expressions for Ikx (which is equivalent to the Q
(k)
2 computed here).
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FIG. 1 Schematic of the allelic diversity in the mutation-selection balance. (a) Sketch of the
mutation-selection balance in the case Uds = 5. The steady state distribution of fitness within the
population is maintained by a balance between mutations moving individuals towards lower fitness
and selection favoring those classes more fit than average at the expense of those less fit than
average. (b) The inset shows the processes maintaining a class of individuals with k deleterious
mutations. Deleterious mutations from class k − 1 found new lineages within class k at rate
Nhk−1Ud. Neutral mutations found new lineages in the class at a rate NhkUn. Selection favors or
disfavors individuals from each lineage at a per capita rate −(k − k¯)s, and deleterious mutations
eliminate individuals from each lineage at a per capita rate Ud + Un.
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FIG. 2 A comparison between simulation results (dots) and the predictions of our theory (gray
lines), for the case where some mutations are deleterious and others are neutral. For comparison
we also show the predictions of NS interpretation of the neutral Ewens Sampling formula (black
lines; the NM interpretation gives a worse fit to the data). (a) Homozygosity Q2 as a function of
Ud/s for N = 5× 104. (b) Q2,1 as a function of Ud/s for N = 5× 104. (c) Homozygosity Q2 as a
function of N for Ud/s = 6. (d) Q2,1 as a function of N for Ud/s = 6. In all plots Un = 3.2×10−4,
s = 10−3.
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FIG. 3 Allelic diversity as a function of lnUd, for Un = 10
−4, s = 10−3, and N = 5 × 104. Our
predictions are shown as a solid line, compared to the predictions of the NS-ESF (dotted line) and
NM-ESF (dash-dotted line). We also compare our results to the predictions of a neutral ESF using
the effective population size that would be predicted by background selection (BGS, dashed line),
though we emphasize this is not the situation the BGS approximation was developed to address.
These analytical predictions can be compared to simulation results (dots). (a) Homozygosity Q2.
(b) Q2,1. Note that Q3 ≈ 0 everywhere for these parameters, so for these predictions Q1,1,1 ≈
1−Q2,1.
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FIG. 4 The deviation from neutrality. We take Q2 as predicted by our theory, and use the neutral
ESF to find the effective θ that this implies by setting Q2 =
1
1+θe
. We then use this effective θe
in the neutral ESF to predict the values of Q2,1 and Q3 it corresponds to. We compare this to
the Q2,1 and Q3 predicted by our theory. This is a measure of the deviation from neutrality, the
skew in the frequency spectrum of allelic diversity away from neutral results with some modified
effective population size. (a) The ratio of Q2,1 from the effective population size description to the
Q2,1 from our theory, as a function of ln(Ud), for s = 10
−3 and three different values of Un and N .
(b) The ratio of Q3 from the effective population size description to the Q3 from our theory as a
function of ln(Ud), for s = 10
−3 and three different values of Un and N .
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